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Abstract. This paper presents an innovative way to deploy Bitstream
Intellectual Property (BIP) cores. By using standard tools to generate
bitstreams for Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) and a tool
called PARBIT, it is possible to extract a partial bitstream containing a
modular component developed on one Virtex FPGA that can be placed
or relocated inside another Virtex FPGAs. The methodology to obtain
the BIP cores is explained, along with details about PARBIT and Virtex
devices.

1

Introduction

Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) available now contain millions of
equivalent logic gates. Large systems are implemented on these FPGAs by integrating multiple intellectual property blocks. There are essentially three types of
intellectual property blocks, also called IP cores [1]. The ﬁrst, called soft cores,
are blocks delivered as Verilog or VHDL code. The chip developer is responsible for synthesizing and implementing the logic into FPGA’s logic. The second,
called ﬁrm cores, are circuits described in a netlist format, mainly EDIF, and
contain some placement information. These are used by the chip developer to
implement the core in the FPGA. The third, called hard cores, are placed and
routed blocks ready to be used inside the FPGA. They can not be altered by
the chip developer.
This paper presents a new approach for the generation of IP cores: Bitstream
Intellectual Property (BIP) cores. The BIP uses a partial bitstream conﬁguration ﬁle to deliver the IP core. The full bitstream ﬁles can be generated with
commercial tools already available from Xilinx. PARBIT, a tool capable of extracting a partial bitstream from full bitstream ﬁles, enables the chip developer
to generate, develop and test an IP core in isolation on one FPGA then deploy
it into a region of another.
The methodology presented in this paper can also be used to develop new
reconﬁgurable modules, which can be loaded into a great variety of reconﬁgurable
platforms, such as [2]. The Field Programmable Port Extender uses one FPGA
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to reconﬁgure the bitstream of another [3] [4]. The self-reconﬁguring platform
presented in [5] implements the reconﬁguration control inside the same FPGA
with its own logic resources. All of these approaches introduce a new level of
ﬂexibility for extensible systems. The conﬁguration bitstream may come from
a network or be compressed and stored on a device attached to the FPGA.
The time required to generate new modules for such platforms can be reduced
signiﬁcantly using BIP cores.

2

Design Flow

PARBIT [6] processes two full bitstream ﬁles called original (containing the
reconﬁgurable module) and target (containing the static logic). The tool has
three operation modes: Slice, Block, and BIP. The slice and block modes can
be used to perform partial run-time reconﬁguration of an FPGA-based platform
[7]. The BIP (Bitstream Intellectual Property) mode generates IP cores directly
from bitstreams obtained through Xilinx tools [8]. To add a BIP core developed
from an original device into a system being implemented on a target device, the
source bitstream (containing the BIP core) is reformatted to conﬁgure a target
device containing a reserved area for the BIP. Logic conﬁguration and routing
is speciﬁed for an area inside the CLB columns of the chip that exclude the top
and bottom frame control bits of the FPGA’s Input/Output Block (IOB). The
area within the FPGA that deﬁnes the BIP core is extracted from the original
design an merged into a target bitstream for another device of same family of
FPGA. The tool generates the partial bitstream ﬁle containing the BIP core
area and this ﬁle is used to program the core into the target device.
The interface between the reconﬁgurable module and the static logic is well
deﬁned. Modules can be placed into speciﬁc locations inside the FPGA. Interfaces between modules, called Gasket in [9], were redeﬁned in [10] to be called a
Bus Macro.
Just a few extra steps are needed to generate an original bitstream with the
BIP core and a target bitstream that contains static logic with an open area
reserved for the BIP core. The original bitstream is generated by the BIP core
developer, and the target bitstream is generated by the ﬁnal user.
The BIP core is deﬁned as the reconﬁgurable area inside the original device,
delimited by the coordinates: Start Row, End Row, Start Column and End
Column. This FPGA will not have any logic outside the BIP core area.
Each Bus Macro, used to interface the BIP area with the static logic area of
target device, bridges four signals, and occupies 8 CLBs. Four of the CLBs are
located inside the reconﬁgurable area, and four outside. As shown in Figure 1,
the connection points outside the BIP area are connected to the routed signals
inside of the target device. The location of each one of the bus macro is ﬁxed by
a constraint command inside the UCF (User Constraints File) for the project.
A core developed with the BIP methodology consists of two ﬁles: the full
original bitstream ﬁle, which is used by PARBIT to extract the conﬁguration
bits for the BIP core; and the Top Level VHDL, which contains the instantiation
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Fig. 1. BIP Original and Target

for the BIP core and the Bus Macro. The BIP width (CLB columns) and height
(CLB rows) are added to VHDL in the form of comments. Likewise, the position
of each interface signal, relative to the upper left corner of the BIP, is speciﬁed.
In order to perform run-time reconﬁguration, the target bitstream would be
reconﬁgured within the reserved area that receives the BIP core extracted from
the original bitstream. The target bitstream contains static logic around the
module that will not change during the downloading of the BIP core. This static
logic may include other IPs, previously reconﬁgured into the FPGA, as shown
in Figure 1.
It is assumed that an area was reserved that is the same size of the BIP core,
and that the bus macros were placed in the same positions relative to the upper
left corner of the BIP. It is not necessary to use the same device employed to
generate the BIP bitstream ﬁle, provided that the BIP area ﬁts inside the new
device.
In order to keep the clock signals active to be used in the BIP core we insert
Flip/Flops inside the reserved area to create the needed clock routing.

3

BIP Core Example

To demonstrate the methodology of using a BIP core, a reconﬁgurable calculator
was implemented, based on an application note from Xilinx [10]. This calculator has three modules: adder, lcd driver and pushbutton. In our example, the
lcd driver and the pushbutton modules are already placed in the target FPGA,
and the adder module is used as a BIP core.
First, the size of the BIP core is determined and used to set the position of
each bus macro. Six bus macros were used for the original ‘calc’ design: three of
them are used between the lcd driver and the adder; the other ones to interface
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the adder within the pushbutton module. For this example, the BIP core (adder)
is conﬁned in the region delimited by: Start Column = 5; End Column = 18;
Start Row = 1; End Row = 16. Bus macros are placed on rows 5, 10 and 15,
horizontally centered on the left and right sides of the BIP.
To implement and test the BIP adder core, an FPGA circuit was implemented
with the adder connected through external bus macro signals to the FPGA I/O
pins. The FPGA with the adder module was then synthesized, implemented and
simulated with the BIP core in isolation.
Figure 2 shows the ﬂoorplan for the BIP core. This core is conﬁned in a
region containing 14 columns with 16 rows. The ﬁgure shows that only the bus
macro and clock routing signals cross the boundary region. Because clock routing
do not depend on the CLB conﬁguration frames, they are allowed to cross the
boundary region.

Fig. 2. BIP Core - XCV50

The target device was implemented with the lcd driver and the pushbutton modules placed on the left and right sides of the chip, respectively. An
empty space for the adder module was left by connecting a dummy circuit with
Flip/Flops to internal bus macro signals. These ﬂip/ﬂops generate a clock routing
template, which makes the clock signals available to any BIP core implemented
in the target device. To ensure that all clock signals were routed across the 33
rows of the routed chip, a BIP core with 14 columns and 33 rows was inserted
into this region.
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Conclusions

A new way to generate an IP core was presented, utilizing existing Xilinx tools
and PARBIT. The method uses bitstream ﬁles generated by commercial tools,
and provides a secure method to deliver the IP.
When used with the Xilinx ISE V5.2i tools, the BIP core presented allows the
mapper and place and route tools to run 8 times faster than without using a BIP
core because the original circuit on the smaller XCV50 routed and placed much
faster than when targeting directly the much larger XCV600 FPGA. Thus, the
methodology presented in this paper can shorten the time necessary to design
new reconﬁgurable modules for large FPGAs. With a BIP core, a small device
can be used to generate and test a module before the implementation onto a
larger target device.
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